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AMEREX KP RESTAURANT & KITCHEN FIRE SUPPRESSION 

SYSTEMS & SERVICING 

 

Automatic Fire Suppression Systems Including Restaurant & 

Kitchen Fire Suppression Systems 

We design and install bespoke fire suppression systems for restaurants, hotels, schools, universities and 

workplace & public kitchens, as well as in industrial, commercial and other types of premises. Ongoing 

servicing and maintenance of your fire suppression system is also essential to ensure it is maintained to 

the required standard and we can provide the necessary servicing for you. 

If you have a fire suppression system that was not installed by us, that’s no problem. Contact us on 01495 

220399 or by email at; enquiries@blackwoodfire.co.uk and we will be pleased to provide you with a 

FREE, NO OBLIGATION quote to service and maintain your current system. 

We can install and service the Amerex KP Kitchen Fire Suppression system. See below for more detailed 

descriptions of this system. Our technicians are fully trained and available 24 hours a day 365 days a year 

in an emergency. 

Our services, including the design, installation and servicing of automatic fire suppression systems, are 

provided across Wales and England, including the major cities of Cardiff, London, Bristol, Birmingham, 

Manchester, Swansea, Newport and more. 

All site surveys and quotes are FREE and without obligation. Contact us now for further information no 

matter how big or small or your requirements.  



Restaurant Fire 
Suppression 
Systems

Amerex Fire Protection

Kitchen
       Fire Suppression

Protection



AGENT:

The system agent is Amerex KP liquid !re suppressant, a 

potassium acetate based solution that suppresses cooking 

grease !res through both saponi!cation and cooling.  The 

agent has a pH of 9 or less and does not harm stainless steel 

surfaces.

AGENT CYLINDER:

 The agent cylinder assembly is fully factory charged with 

Amerex KP liquid agent and pressurized to 240 PSI 

(1655 kPa).

DETECTION:

The detection network uses a continuous cable run with 

detectors speci!cally listed for use with the Amerex KP liquid 

agent and pressurised to 240 PSI (1655 kPa)

PNEUMATIC RELEASE MODULE (PRM):
The PRM offers superior detection by using a linear pneumatic 

detection system.  This detection system consists of the PRM, 

thermal responsive tubing and end of line !tting.  The tubing 

is pressurized through a small �acculmulator� inside the 

enclosure, routed throughout the hazard area and has a UL 

listed !xed temperature 435º F.  When exposed to a !re 

condition, the tubing ruptures, relieving all of the pressure in 

the tubing and accumulator thus !ring the system using a 

nitrogen cylinder.  The PRM comes complete with enclosure, 

accumulator, end of line !tting and connector for up to two 

remote mechanical manual pull stations, one SPDT micro 

switch, and �knock-outs�.  It is capable of !ring up to 10 ZD 

375 cylinder assemblies and actuating up to two gas valves.  

ACTUATION CYLINDER

The actuation cylinder is !lled with 10 cu. in. of nitrogen 

and has an integral pressure gauge which allows easy !eld 

veri!cation of pressure. This cylinder is capable of being re!lled 

in the !eld.

AGENT CYLINDER BRACKET:

The agent cylinder bracket is steel, painted red with a factory-

supplied discharge hose and distribution block with pipe outlet.

Restaurant kitchen appliances protected by:
Amerex KP Restaurant !re suppression system 

speci!cations

DISCHARGE NOZZLES:
Discharge nozzles are made of chrome-plated brass, and 

consist of a one piece tip/body, strainer and blow off cap.

STAINLESS STEEL CABINET (Optional)
An optional stainless steel cabinet housing an MRM and one 

agent cylinder is available. The pressure gauges for the nitrogen 

cylinder and the agent cylinder are visable without removing 

the front cover of the cabinet.

MECHANICAL RELEASE MODULE (MRM)
The Mechanical release module is the spring-loaded type using 

a mechanical input and electrical, mechanical or pneumatic 

outputs. It is capable of actuating from one to ten cylinder/

valve assemblies using one nitrogen cylinder and is operated 

either automatically by the detection network or manually by a 

remote manual pull station.

The MRM enclosure, available in either stainless steel or red 

painted steel has a system status indicator and a window 

to observe the nitrogen cylinder pressure. The enclosure has 

provision for applying tamper seals after !nal testing or 

periodic maintenance. The MRM enclosure has knockouts on 

three sides (top, bottom, and right) to accept conduit. The MRM 

has two SPDT micro switches pre-installed.

GAS VALVES:
Mechanical and Electrical gas valves are available. These can 

be !tted to the gas supply to shut off gas when the system is 

activated.

ELECTRIC MICRO SWITCH:
Micro switches are provided to accomplish system output 

functions.  The switches are �stackable� inside the PRM without 

requiring extra mounting hardware.  

The Amerex KP Restaurant System is a pre-engineered, wet chemical, stored-
pressure type with a !xed nozzle agent distribution network.

The system is listed by Underwriter�s Laboratories, Inc., (UL) and tested to 
Standard UL 300. And also approved by LPCB (LPS1223)
  



The Amerex KP automatic restaurant !re suppression 
system protects the hood, duct and appliances

In either automatic or manual actuation the system 
works in this manner:

No links lines, no cables, 

no corners pulleys

Uses single run of 

thermal responsive 

tubing that resists hood 

cleaning chemicals

1. When a !re starts, the detection netwok, 

consisting of fusible links or the manual pull 

station can be used, releasing a low pH agent 

throughout the hood, duct and onto the 

appliance.  

The combination of the Amerex KP system and an Amerex Model 260 wet 
chemical extinguisher provide restaurants with a ONE-TWO attack against the 
threat of business loss due to cooking operation !res.  

2. Either method of actuation will interrupt 

gas or electrical power to the appliances 

preceding system discharge.

3. The Amerex KP agent quickly suppresses 

the !re and cools the fuel while securing the 

vapors with a smothering foam reaction.

Ceiling tile
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Amerex KP System 
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Amerex Fire Protection



Contact us today it could 
save your Business!

sales@amerex!re.eu
telephone: +44 (0) 1633 627000
www.amerex!re.eu

Amerex Fire International Ltd.
Unit 54, Springvale Industrial Estate,
Cwmbran. UK NP44 5BD

Fire Suppression

Amerex recognised and addressed 
the unique hazards of modern 
restaurant cooking by creating the 
Model 260 Class F wet chemical:
Kitchen Use: !re extinguisher

The Class F recognises 
the unique nature of 
cooking grease which 
requires not only 
extinguishment but the 
cooling effect which 
is best obtained with 
WET CHEMICAL 
MEDIA.

When the KP System 
is used in combination 
with the Amerex 
Model 260 you have 
the perfect two step 
attack for kitchen !re 
suppression.
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Return to www.blackwoodfire.co.uk for more information on Restaurant 

& Kitchen Fire Suppression Systems  

 

 

BLACKWOOD FIRE 

Fire Protection Services That Businesses Trust 

Helping you protect your people, assets 

& livelihood. 

Fire protection should be about more than just providing your 

fire extinguishers. More than anything else, our priority is to 

ensure people’s safety. There is nothing more important than a 

life. Your workforce ARE your biggest and most important 

asset. If you do all you can to protect and look after them, you’ll 

also be protecting the rest of your business and, at the same 

time, be increasing your chances of success and compliance with 

relevant legislation.  

Quality Matters, Because People Matter. 

FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVICE ON FIRE SAFETY & PROTECTION 
  


